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Our prior update on VEXT was fairly extensive so we will try to stay on point here.  Briefly, VEXT reported 

revenues of $6.74 million and adjusted EBITDA of $1.65 million.  Those number compared quite favorably to 

Q1 which, as we noted in the prior update was an anomalous quarter on a handful of levels including but not 

limited to Covid19.  We missed some revenue numbers most notably in Professional Fees, but we think our general 

understanding of (and ability to successfully model) revenue recognition is improving.  Recall, the trick to the 

analysis of VEXT lies in the accounting challenges for the Company in terms of recognizing revenues from its 

non-profit customers in Arizona (HWC and now Organica).  Succinctly, the Company essentially manages the 

entire operations of their customer(s), and in exchange for that, they recognize a handful of fees associated with 

that management. Those fees include the basic revenue line items of VEXT; Management Fees, Professional Fees, 

Product Sales and equipment and facility leasing. The challenge is that some of these line items, at least for 

particular periods of time, consist of fixed amounts.  For instance, Management Fees are set at a static rate until 

they are reevaluated/changed at future dates.  Professional Fees are generally accounted for on a margin basis.  

For example, VEXT hires employees to operate various portions of their customers businesses (cultivation, 

processing and retail).  VEXT then marks these services up and charges their customers for those services. Product 

Sales are handled in much the same manner.  Recall, VEXT is not allowed to own any cannabis-based products, 

but it does sell non-cannabis related items that ultimately become part of their customers’ retail SKU’s. Again, by 

way of example, VEXT will purchase vape hardware and packaging that includes a markup not unlike any other 

product soled by a wholesaler to a retailer.  In its simplest form, VEXT incurs all of the expenses of its customers’ 

operations, while its customers collect all of the revenues from the sale of the products generated by those 

operations. The difference between those two items is profit/(loss), and/or in the case of unsold product, inventory.  

We will unpack that again.  

We think HWC’s operation generates revenues in the range of $2 million to $2.5 million per month. Recognize, 

that number includes the contributions of the cultivation and processing side. In turn, HWC sells much of that 

product through the dispensary with the balance being sold at wholesale to other dispensaries largely as Vapen 

branded sku’s. We estimate, that the blended gross margin of that product is in the range of 40% to 45%, and the 

store level net margin is likely in the 30% to 35% range. As a private non-profit entity, those numbers are not 

reported, but we believe our numbers are consistent with other similar operations we have encountered in other 

research. Clearly, that estimate could prove different from actual numbers, but we think we are in the ballpark. In 

conjunction, we are estimating that Organica, is operating at a fraction of that number, but we expect that number 

to grow as Oranica hits full stride.   

As we extrapolate the above numbers, we think fiscal 2021 sales of HWC and Organica combined will be in the 

$45-$50 million million range.  If we apply the 30% store level gross margin to that number, it implies that those 

stores would generate annual store level gross profit of $13 million to $14 million.  By extension,  that would 

mean that in order for VEXT to “capture” that number, they would have to bill fees and product sales in the 

amount of roughly $3.5 million per quarter above and beyond the actual costs associated with the operations and 

for reference, that number is effectively VEXT’s “Cost of Goods Sold”. Given that train of thought, for instance 

in Q4F21, we are estimating that if the management fees and other associated rates charged to those customers 

(which essentially equates to VEXT’s revenues) remain static, VEXT will still have not “billed in” all of that 

profit from its customers.  That is, they are going to have to raise the rates they charge the customers in order to 

capture the balance of the profit.  To put this another way, the more successful HWC and Organica are, the more 

creative VEXT has to be in order to bill away the profit from those enterprises. Succinctly, while that creates some 

challenges, and we are still trying to get our arms around the whole process,  it is a far better problem to have than 

having customers that are not successful.           

Lastly, we have made some modifications to our model in part because of our own (better) understanding of the 

business.  However, we have also lowered some of our expectations for the CBD side of the business because of 

what we think are systemic competitive pressures in those markets.  We will continue to adapt our model to new 

data points as they become available.       
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All of that said, here is the bigger picture as we see it.  As we have noted along the way in various pieces of 

research, we did not participate in the front end of the cannabis fury for several reasons. In retrospect, that was 

right and wrong depending on one’s timing. However, as we have also noted, from an investment perspective, we 

think the general visibility (and frankly the aggregate valuation) of the space is improving.  At the same time, this 

industry has managed to grow through pandemics and the ensuing economic slowdown, and the industry continues 

to grow, albeit perhaps slower than some of the original estimates, but growing more than most. Succinctly, the 

cannabis industry is not going away, and we think well positioned players will prosper.  More specifically, we 

think VEXT has spent the past 12 months or so positioning the Company for growth in a handful of new markets. 

Perhaps more importantly, they have also worked to further bolster their presence in Arizona via the Organica 

arrangement. As our attached model indicates, we expect the coming quarters to reflect the fruits of those efforts, 

which in turn should translate into higher intrinsic valuations for VEXT.     

Further, it looks to us like Arizona will likely pass recreational use this time around. In our view, that scenario 

will likely be quite positive for entrenched players in the Arizona market such as VEXT, especially given their 

integrated profile in the state.  At this point, we are not sure how to evaluate the potential of that outcome, but our 

sense is that it should make VEXT more valuable the day after the election than the day before. That is, we think 

a favorable outcome in Arizona could provide a marked catalyst for VEXT’s valuation as well.  

We remain positive on VEXT and we reiterate both our allocation and our targets of the shares.  
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Projected Operating Model 
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General Disclaimer:  

Trickle Research LLC produces and publishes independent research, due diligence and analysis for the benefit of it investor base. 

Our publications are for information purposes only. Readers should review all available information on any company mentioned in 

our reports or updates, including, but not limited to, the company’s annual report, quarterly report, press releases, as well as other 

regulatory filings. Trickle Research is not registered as a securities broker-dealer or an investment advisor either with the U.S. 

Securities and Exchange Commission or with any state securities regulatory authority. Readers should consult with their own 

independent tax, business and financial advisors with respect to any reported company. Trickle Research and/or its officers, investors 

and employees, and/or members of their families may have long/short positions in the securities mentioned in our research and 

analysis and may make purchases and/or sales for their own account of those securities.  David Lavigne does not hold a position in 

Boxlight Corporation.  

Trickle Research has not been compensated directly by VEXT for the publication of this report nor has VEXT compensated Trickle 

Research for any other services associated with this research report at this time.   

Trickle Research co-sponsors two microcap conferences each year. Trickle Research encourages its coverage companies to present 

at those conferences and Trickle charges them a fee to do so. Companies are under no obligation to present at these conferences. 

VEXT has paid a fee to present at Trickle’s Co-Sponsored Investor Conference.  

Reproduction of any portion of Trickle Research’s reports, updates or other publications without written permission of 

Trickle Research is prohibited.   

All rights reserved.   

Portions of this publication excerpted from company filings or other sources are noted in italics and referenced throughout the report. 

 

Rating System Overview: 

 

There are no letters in the rating system (Buy, Sell Hold), only numbers. The numbers range from 1 to 10, with 1 representing 1 

“investment unit” (for my performance purposes, 1 "investment unit" equals $250) and 10 representing 10 investment units or $2,500.  

Obviously, a rating of 10 would suggest that I favor the stock (at respective/current levels) more than a stock with a rating of 1.  As 

a guideline, here is a suggestion on how to use the allocation system. 

Our belief at Trickle is that the best way to participate in the micro-cap/small cap space is by employing a diversified strategy.  In 

simple terms, that means you are generally best off owning a number of issues rather than just two or three.  To that point, our goal 

is to have at least 20 companies under coverage at any point in time, so let’s use that as a guideline.  Hypothetically, if you think you 

would like to commit $25,000 to buying micro-cap stocks, that would assume an investment of $1000 per stock (using the 

diversification approach we just mentioned, and the 20-stock coverage list we suggested and leaving some room to add to positions 

around allocation upgrades. We generally start initial coverage stocks with an allocation of 4.  Thus, at $1000 invested per stock and 

a typical starting allocation of 4, your “investment unit” would be the same $250 we used in the example above.   Thus, if we initiate 

a stock at a 4, you might consider putting $1000 into the position ($250 * 4).  If we later raise the allocation to 6, you might consider 

adding two additional units or $500 to the position.  If we then reduce the allocation from 6 to 4 you might consider selling whatever 

number of shares you purchased with 2 of the original 4 investment units.   Again, this is just a suggestion as to how you might be 

able to use the allocation system to manage your portfolio.  

For those attached to more traditional rating systems (Buy, Sell, Hold) we would submit the following guidelines. 

A Trickle rating of 1 thru 3 would best correspond to a "Speculative Buy" although we would caution that a rating in that 

range should not assume that the stock is necessarily riskier than a stock with a higher rating.  It may carry a lower rating 

because the stock is trading closer to a price target we are unwilling to raise at that point.  This by the way applies to all of 

our ratings.  

A Trickle rating of 4 thru 6 might best (although not perfectly) correspond to a standard "Buy" rating.  

A Trickle rating of 7 thru 10 would best correspond to a “Strong Buy" however, ratings at the higher end of that range would 

indicate something that we deem as quite extraordinary..... an "Extreme Buy" if you will.  You will not see a lot of these. 


